Abstract: Perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary condition (ABC) is an important technique in finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) when simulating infinite area's electromagnetic behaviour in finite area. A big enough computational area was designed in which there is no influence of reflective wave. The radiation of sinusoidal line source in this area was the benchmark for assessment of reflectivity. The total wave with boundary condition subtracted by benchmark was reflective wave. Influences of the PML absorbing layer's thickness, electromagnetic parameter distribution and loss tangent were studied via this method. The results show that 15-mesh-layer may elaborate the PML's ability and the reflectivity may be only 0.003. Better absorbing effect can be achieved when loss tangent is distributed in second power and the corresponding loss tangent in cut off boundary is 2.5.
INTRODUCTION
Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) is a very important algorithm in computational electromagnetics and has wide application in simulating electromagnetic behaviors [1, 2] . FDTD's difference equations form is induced directly from Maxwell's equations and is very simple in mathematics for simulation of complex dielectric media [3] [4] [5] . Simulation of FDTD is very smart and can be used in simulating electromagnetic wave's scattering, radiation, absorbing behavior in antenna's radiation, radar cross section's calculation, transmission line's simulation, ionosphere's simulation and so on [6] [7] [8] , and even has application in acoustics [9] .
Absorbing boundary condition (ABC) is absorbing layer in the cut off boundary of calculation area when FDTD is used for simulating infinitely large area. When the electromagnetic wave is incident on the absorbing layers, there is seldom reflection. That is very like the absorbing wall of anechoic chamber. The difference is that the absorbing was fulfilled via numerical method and physical material in FDTD and anechoic chamber respectively.
Perfectly matched layer (PML) is a very important absorbing boundary condition which has good absorbing effect and simple format and the absorbing performance does not vary in different incident angle [10] [11] [12] . PML method splits the electric and magnetic field into two and each has own differential operation. When setting PML condition, the mainly consideration is about absorbing layer's thickness and media's parameter distribution. This paper studies the influence of these configurations on the absorbing effect.
Different absorbing layer's thickness and media's distribution type such as linearly, parabolic, third order and fourth order was calculated and the absorbing performance was analyzed.
Assessment method of the ABC's was designed via a benchmark in big area. Sinusoidal source radiation was simulated in huge calculation area in finite time step number and there is no reflective wave in this process. This result was used as benchmark which subtracted by radiation simulation with ABC and the difference was just the reflective wave.
SINGLE PHASE FULL BRIDGE INVERTER

PML's Absorbing Boundary Condition
Take 2, mdimensional transverse magnetic (TM) wave for study and split z E into zx E and zy E , whose differential equation is (1) [1, 13] .
where H x , H y is magnetic field, ! x , ! y is electric conduc- 
The electromagnetic wave's angular frequency is ! electric and magnetic loss tangent is ! and m
shows that when there is no reflection, electric loss tangent and magnetic loss tangent is equal. Therefore, this paper will not discriminate these two loss tangents and take notion in ! .
2-dimensional TM wave's radiation was simulated to show the PML absorbing boundary condition. The computational area's mesh number is 100×100 and the absorbing boundary layer's thickness is 20 meshes. The outer media's parameter is linearly distributed and 1 ! = in the most outer layer. The stimulating source is sinusoid wave whose wavelength is 1m. The mesh size is 1/20 of wavelength. The Courant stable factor is 0.7, that is, the time step is !t = 0.7!d /c where !d is mesh size and c is light speed. The source is located in the center of the computational area and the amplitude is 1. After 200 steps' simulation, E z 's distribution is as In Fig. (1) , the square's black outline is absorbing layer's boundary which divided the area into 2 parts. The outer is absorbing layer and the inner is free space. We can see that in absorbing layer's the electric field is attenuated along the propagating direction and reduced to zeros in the cut off boundary. This absorbing mechanic is different from Mur absorbing boundary condition, which only uses one mesh thickness for absorbing wave [1] .
Assessment of Absorbing Effect
Take fraction of reflective wave and incident wave as the relative reflectivity, short in reflectivity in this paper. The reflective wave was the subtraction of total field and radiation field without reflection which is acquired by simulation of big enough area. In a less time step number, the electromagnetic wave hasn't reach the boundary, thus there is no reflective wave in the area.
The mesh number in non-reflected area is 600×600 and the stimulating source, mesh size, time step is just the same with the former example. After simulation of 400 time steps, electromagnetic wave hasn't reach the boundary, thus there is no influence of boundary condition's reflection. The field is used as benchmark of the comparison. Take a sample point near the source 20 meshes and record the field in every time step. The sample point's location and the simulation result are in Fig. (2) . The sample point's electric field versus the time step is as Fig. (3) .
From Fig. (3) , when the field is in steady vibrating status, the amplitude is about 0.035 V/m. In a smaller area with absorbing boundary condition, the mesh number is 100×100 and the stimulating source, mesh size, time step, simulating time step number and even the sample point's location remain the same. The subtraction of electric field in (Fig. 3) and the smaller area is the reflective field. The amplitude fraction of reflective wave and the benchmark wave 0.035 was reflectivity, denoted by R in this paper.
ABSORBING EFFECT OF DIFFERENT ! AND AB-SORBING LAYER THICKNESS
The absorbing performance is better when ! is distributed in gradual format. The loss tangent is biggest in the cut off boundary, denoted by max ! . The inner part of the ABC gradually descends and shrinks to zero in free space. The gradual manner might be linear or second, third, fourth power. When gradual manner is defined, max ! in cut off boundary defines the other electromagnetic parameter in the absorbing layer.
Assuming ! is linearly distributed and the absorbing layer's thickness is 5 meshes. Simulation was processed when the max ! is 1, 5 and 20. The reflective wave was acquired via subtraction of this field with benchmark without reflection. The reflective wave's field versus time step is in Fig. (4) .
From Fig. (4) , different max ! has results in different absorbing effect. When max 1 ! = , the reflective effect is the worst and the reason is that electromagnetic wave's attenuation in the absorbing layer is little, thus more electromagnetic wave transmits through the absorbing layer and imping on the cut off boundary and then reflects back. When max 20 ! = , the absorbing effect is also not good because of numerical discrete influence there is reflection between absorbing layer and the inner free space. When max 10 ! = , the absorbing effect is the best of the three.
The reflectivity versus max ! was in Fig. (5) of different absorbing layer's thickness. max ! is from 1 to 50 and the step is 1.
In Fig. (5) Fig. (6) we can see more clear of the max ! 's influence.
From Fig. (6) , in the interval of max ! in interval of 0.1 to 5, the thicker of the absorbing layer, the smaller of the reflectivity, that is, the absorbing effect is better. Fig. (6) shows that for every given absorbing layer's thickness there is different cr ! that makes the absorbing effect gets best. min R and the corresponding cr ! of each thickness are shown Table 1 . (   Fig. (3) . Benchmark wave without reflection. From Table 1 , the thicker of the absorbing layer, the lower of the minimum reflectivity min R and the smaller of cr ! . Thus, raise absorbing layer's thickness can increase the absorbing effect and the corresponding cr ! should be chosen.
For a study on the absorbing effect about the absorbing layer's thickness, the min R of the absorbing layer's thickness between 5~20 meshes and the corresponding cr ! was acquired in simulation. The media's parameter distribution is still linearly distributed. The computational results are in Fig. (7) . ! is 1.1. Thus, increase of the absorbing layer's thickness can raise the absorbing effect and reduce reflectivity. But when the thickness increases to some extent, for example 10 meshes, the increase of the thickness has limit effect on the absorbing effect.
ABSORBING EFFECT OF ! NONLINEARLY DIS-TRIBUTION
The former study is based on the assumption that ! varies in the absorbing layer linearly. In fact, the media's variation only needs to be gradually changed and linearity is one choice. Assuming that the media's parameter's variation is second, third or fourth order distribution in the absorbing layer, that is,
, where d the absorbing layer's thickness r is the distance to cut off boundary, max ! is loss tangent in cut off boundary, n is 2, 3, 4 respectively. We study absorbing effect of different n and the corresponding cr ! .
When ! is second power distributed, min R and the corresponding cr ! versus thickness are in Fig. (8) .
In Fig. (8 Table 2 . Table 2 can be a reference when setting PML absorbing layer's parameter. When there is no special demand, PML layer's thickness can be set as 15 meshes. If memory and simulating time permit, absorbing layer's thickness can be set as 20 meshes and in this situation when ! varies in third or fourth power, the absorbing effect get better.
CONCLUSION
Based on this paper's calculation result and analysis, we get some conclusion about PML's thickness and parameter's distribution.
1) For different absorbing layer's thickness and ! 's distribution in it, there is best loss tangent cr ! which will result the best absorbing effect. When setting absorbing layer's parameter, max ! cannot smaller than cr ! , but can a little bigger than cr ! .
2) When ! 's distribution in the absorbing layer is linearity, the absorbing effect is not good as higher power distribution. When ! distributes in second, third or fourth power, better absorbing effect can be get.
3) The thicker of the absorbing layer, the better effect of the absorbing effect. In practical application, 15 meshes thickness in absorbing layer can reach PML's absorbing effect potential and then the increase of the thickness can barely improve the absorbing effect. 4) When the second power distribution was used, loss tangent in the cut off boundary can be assigned value 2.5. When better absorbing effect is needed, the absorbing layer's thickness can be set 20 meshes. In this situation, ! should use third or fourth power distributed and cr ! should be set as 3.0 or 4.6 respectively. 
